DRONES / CENTCOM / 263- 298 DIF
McHale, Timothy P DCG-S MIL USA USFOR-A MG

From: (b)(3), (b)(6) LTC MIL USA CF SOCC-A J3
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2010 10:44 PM
To: McHale, Timothy P DCG-S MIL USA USFOR-A MG
Subject: For COL (b)(3), (b)(6) (SECERT) 
Attachments: FM_3-05.20.pdf

Importance: High

Classification: SECRET
Caveats: No Caveat

Sir,
POC for AC-130 operations is Lt Col (b)(3), (b)(6) CJSOAD Commander. He is in the CC line and his phone numbers are below:

(b)(3), (b)(6), Lt Col, USAF Commander, CJSOAD-A/1 ESOG-AG
RED (b)(2)
VOSIP (b)(2)
VOIP (b)(2)
DSN (b)(2)

(b)(1)1.4a, (b)(1)1.4g
De Oppresso Liber
    (b)(3), (b)(6)
-LTC, SF
CFSOCC-Afghanistan / IJC SOPLE
Tandberg:     (b)(2)
SVOIP:       (b)(2)
DSN:         (b)(2)
ISAF:        (b)(2)
NCN:         (b)(2)

Attachment Classification: SECRET
Attachment Caveats: No Caveat
Classification: SECRET
Caveats: No Caveat
3d Special Forces Group (Airborne)
OPERATIONS ORDER 10-01
Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) XV (AFGHANISTAN)
26 October 2009
COPY____ of ____ COPIES
3rd SFG(A)
FORT BRAGG, NC 28310
261700ROCT09

SECRET/NOFORN

Subject: OPORD 10-01
Operation Enduring Freedom XV

(S) References.
a. (U) USCENTCOM REGIONAL WAR ON TERRORISM CAMPAIGN PLAN 1075 (RWOT) 2006, 20 JUL 06 (S/NF).

b. (U) SOCCENT, SOF SUPPORTING PLAN (SSP) 2006 TO USCENTCOM RWOT 06, 20 OCT 2006 (S/NF).

c. (U) COMISAF OPLAN 38302 REVISION 3, ISAF OPERATIONS IN AFGHANISTAN, 1 JUN 09, (NATO/ISAF CONFIDENTIAL, Releasable to UNAMA (MAU Only)).

d. (U) OEF XIII Mission Analysis Update, Campaign design. \AOSO-SFT (3d SFG)\Group HQs\Group S-5 (PORTAL)\OEF XIII Briefs: Briefs\MA Update_OEFXIII.ppt

e. (U) 3rd SFG(A) Warning Order 02-10, OEF XV (Afghanistan) ISO CENTCOM/SOCCENT RWOT and ISAF COIN objectives.

f. (U) DRAFT CFOSCC-A AFGHANISTAN CAMPAIGN PLAN 2009 (S), 31 DEC 08.

g. (U) USASFC(A) PLANNING ORDER (PLANORD) 02-10 03 MAR 09 (S)

h. (U) USASFC(A) PLANORD 02-10 MOD 1 17 JUL 09 (S)

i. (U) 472-2009 OEF and ISAF SOF C2 Realignement (S)

j. (U) ISAF Commander’s Counterinsurgency Guidance (no date) (U)
Time zone used throughout the order: Zulu

OPORD 10-01

1. (U) **Situation.** See WARNORD 002-10.

2) (U) **Key Tasks.**

3. (U) **Execution.**

   c. (U) **Friendly Forces.** See WARNORD 002-10.
3) (U) End-State. (S//REL-GETF/ISAF)

b. (S) Concept of Operations.
c. (U) Phases of the Operation: The OEF-XV rotation will be conducted in the following five phases:
d. (U) **Tasks to Maneuver Units.**

1) (U) 2/1 SFG(A).
2) (U) 1/3 SFG(A).

3) 3/3 SFG(A).
4) 4/3 SFG(A).

5) (U) MARSOTF 81
i. (U) Civil Affairs, D Co, 98th CA BN

ii. (U) Psychological Operations, 6th BN, 4th POG
iii. (U) GSB/3rd SFG(A).
iv. (U) HHC/3rd SFG(A).

v. (U) Headquarters Staff / 3rd SFG(A).

a) (U) S-1.
b) (U) JS-2 / JISE / ASPS

(c) (U) JS-3.
d) (U) Joint Fires Element.

e) (U) S35. (Future Operations).
f) (U) S-4.

(g) (U) S5. (Future Plans)
h) (U) S-6.

k) (U) SJA.
l) (U) PAO,

m) (U) Group Engineer.

(1) (U) Maintain communications with CJSOTF-A J7 to ensure fluid transition during RIP/TOA and increase situational awareness of CJSOTF-A future plans.
n) (U) Group Chaplain.

o) (U) Group Surgeon.
f) (U) DIRLAUTH between existing and replacing units is authorized and encouraged to facilitate RIP sequencing. Keep Group S3 informed of any unresolved issues.

g) (U) Submit Level IV TPFDD to the Group S3 NLT 15 OCT 09.
j) (U) All OEF funded equipment and supplies will remain in-country and will be transferred to the relieving units for control and accountability. Identify mission essential equipment NLT D-75 fOT assume responsibility of that equipment from the re-deploying unit.

k) (U) Units will provide a proposed timeline for execution of deployment and RIP to the S3 NLT 15 NOV 09.

l) (U) Units will not assume operational responsibility from the replaced units until all property and fiscal transfer actions and the transfer of operational knowledge have been completed.

n) (U) All deploying CJSOTF-A units will conduct media engagements IAW CJSOTF-A PAO guidance (refer to PAO Annex)

o) (U) All units will submit an Anti-Terrorism (AT) Threat Vulnerability Assessment (TVA) of their compound NLT 45 days following TOA (OEF XIV) to the CJSOTF-A ATO to be forwarded to the CJTF for Force Protection upgrades to their compound. Update the TVA NLT 45 days prior to future TOA.

p) (U) All TPFDD Issues must be routed thru Group Rear Detachment S3 Air during the entire deployment and no movement of pallets or ISU90s back to CONUS is authorized without the approval of the 3d SFG(A)Rear Detachment S3.

q) (U) During the deployment all air movement will be coordinated exclusively through the GSB SUPCEN Air Cell.

r) (U) Refer to 3d SFG (A) Field Standard Operating Procedure (FSOP) for all formatting guidance and standards. For example, the CONOP format, Troops in Contact (TIC) storyboard and CAS Air Support Requests are located in the FSOP.

t) (U) All deploying units will conduct SRC NLT 01 DEC 09.
c. (U) Rules of Engagement (ROE). See ANNEX C (OPNS), APP 6 (ROE), to OPORD 09-01.

f. (U) Commander's Critical Information Requirements (CCIR).

(1) (U) Priority Intelligence Requirements (PIR).

(2) (U) Friendly Forces Information Requirements (FFIR).
IV. (U) Service Support. ANNEX D (LOGISTICS) to OPORD 10-01.

V. (U) Command and Signal.

a. (U) Command.

(1) (U) CJSOTF-A ensures all CJSOTF-A operations are nested and synchronized in purpose, timing, and effects with those of the Regional Commanders, ISAF Commander and GIROA MOD.

b. (U) Signal. See ANNEX K (C4), to OPORD 10-01.
ANNEX A - TASK ORGANIZATION
Appendix 1 - Time-Phased Force and Deployment List - TBD
Appendix 2 - Force Locations - TBD
Appendix 3 - Task Organization

ANNEX B - INTELLIGENCE
Appendix 1 - Intelligence Estimate - NOFORN
Appendix 2 - Signals Intelligence and Electronic Warfare (SIGINT)
Appendix 5 - Foreign Intelligence Service
Appendix 6 - Counterintelligence (CI)
Appendix 9 - Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR)

ANNEX C - OPERATIONS
Appendix 1 - CBRN
Appendix 2 - Base Defense
Appendix 3 - Information Operations
  Tab D - PSYOP
  Attachment 1 - PSYOP Objectives
  Attachment 2 - Target Audiences
Appendix 4 - EOD
Appendix 5 - Personnel Recovery
Appendix 6 - Rules of Engagement
Appendix 8 - Force Protection
  Tab C - Self Assessment Checklist
  Tab D - Vulnerability Assessment/Force Protection Assessment Example
Appendix 9 - Coordination Measures
  Tab A - National Caveats
Appendix 10 - Operational Security
Appendix 11 - ASO
Appendix 13 - Effects
  Tab A - Metrics Tool
Appendix 19 - Fires
  Tab A - CAS Numbering System
  Tab B - TSCM Numbering System
  Tab C - Fire Support Locations
  Tab E - HIMARS Fires Request
  Tab F - Daily Status Reports
  Tab G - CAS ASR Example
  Tab H - Air Support Request
  Tab I - Collateral Damage Estimate
  Tab J - Clearance of Fires Procedures
  Tab K - TBD
  Tab L - TBD
  Tab M - EW ASR Example
  Tab N - JTAC Laydown
  Tab O - Cross Border Fires ROE
ANNEX D - LOGISTICS
Appendix 1 - LOGSTAT

ANNEX E - PERSONNEL
Appendix 1 - Detainee Operations
Appendix 4 - Legal
Appendix 5 - Definition of Combatants

ANNEX F - PUBLIC AFFAIRS

ANNEX G - CIVIL AFFAIRS

ANNEX J - COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS
Appendix 1 - Command Relationships Diagram

ANNEX K - COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATION, AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Appendix 1 - JCEO1 - TBP

ANNEX L - ENGINEER
Appendix 1 - LOGCAP Support Matrix

ANNEX M - Religious Support

ANNEX Q - Medical Services
Appendix 6--Medical Logistics (Class 8A) System
Appendix 7--Preventive Medicine
Appendix 11--Medical Intelligence Support to Military Operations
DRONES / CENTCOM / 326-333 DIF
CIVILIAN CASUALTIES AND HAS DIRECTED THAT THE FORCE ESCALATION PROCEDURES IN TAB 1 ARE NOW MANDATORY.

A. ALL UNITS ASSIGNED, ATTACHED, OR UNDER THE OPERATIONAL CONTROL OF CJSOFT-A WILL COMPLY WITH THE USFOR-A SOP 301 "FE AWARENESS" REQUIREMENTS.

10. POC IS THE CJSOFT-A DJ3.

SERVICE SUPPORT: No Change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMAND AND SIGNAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMMAND: No Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNAL: No Change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACKNOWLEDGE:

OFFICIAL

/S/

(b)(3), (b)(6)

COL

J-3
DRONES / CENTCOM / 335-342 DIF
8. CDOs:

(b)(1)1.4a

SERVICE SUPPORT: No Change

COMMAND AND SIGNAL
COMMAND: No Change
SIGNAL: No Change

ACKNOWLEDGE:

/ / / / (b)(3), (b)(6)
J-3
SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN

From: SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN

Date: Sunday, February 21, 2010 4:18 PM

To: SOTF-SOUTH OPCEN DIRECTOR

Subject: 3124-101 FIRST IMPRESSION REPORT 21JAN10.docx

Attachments: 3124-101 FIRST IMPRESSION REPORT 21JAN10.docx

SIR,

FOR YOUR REVIEW.

V/R,

CPT (b)(3), (b)(6) (DAY)

CPT (b)(2) (NIGHT)

SOTF-KAF Battle Captain

(b)(2)
SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN

From: SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN

Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 3:45 PM

To: SOTF-SOUTH OPCEN DIRECTOR

Subject: 3124-101 FIRST IMPRESSION REPORT 21JAN10.docx

Attachments: 3124-101 FIRST IMPRESSION REPORT 21JAN10.docx

Sir,

For your review.

V/R,

CPT (b)(3), (b)(6) (DAY)

CPT (b)(2) (NIGHT)

SOTF-KAF Battle Captain

(b)(2)
DRONES / CENTCOM / 351 DIF
The TF Pegasus guys are saying that they transported woman and kids – but we are only tracking on men. Can you please retry the Dutch FST? I am getting hit up by the CDR right now.

Thanks,

V/R,
CPT (b)(3), (b)(6) (DAY)
CPT (b)(6) (NIGHT)

SOTF-KAF Battle Captain

(b)(2)

Sir,

Classification: SECRET
Caveats: No Caveat

Classification: SECRET
Caveats: No Caveat

I am tracking 6 casualties at the US FST at TK. Also they told me that another 6 were sent to the Dutch FST. The Centrix line is down so I cannot confirm the Dutch casualties. Once casualty care complete US FST will call over to Dutch and get update (about 1-2 hours). Here is info I have on casualties at US FST:

1. 20ish year old male with extremity injuries and burns to the face
2. 20ish year old male with fracture foot with compartment syndrome
3. 20ish year old male with partial lower leg amputation
4. 30ish year old male with blast injuries to lower leg
5. Teenish male with minor leg shrapnel injuries
6. Teenish male with minor leg shrapnel injuries

More to follow in a few hours.

v/r
SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN

From: SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 10:42 AM
To: SOTF-SOUTH CDR; SOTF-SOUTH CSM; SOTF-KAF OPCEN DIRECTOR; SOTF-SOUTH OPCEN SGM; SOTF-SOUTH OPS NCO; 'CJSOTF-A JOC CHIEF - MAJ'; USA / MAJ JSA; 'CJSOTF-A SOTFKAF LNO'
Cc: SOTF-SOUTH AVN OFFICER; RIPLEY-ODB-CDR; RIPLEY-ODB-OPS; COBRA-ODA-CDR; COBRA-ODA-OPS; COBRA-ODA-TMSGT
Subject: SFODA(b)(1)1.4a NOBLE JUSTICE SALT-A.docx
Attachments: SFODA(b)(1)1.4a NOBLE JUSTICE SALT-A.docx
Importance: High

Sir,

Here is the list of SALT-A reports from(b)(1)1.4a to the SOTF prior to the engagement. This was passed thru the 1.4(a): in addition to CJSOTFA.

V/R,

CPT (b)(6) (DAY)
CPT (b)(2) (NIGHT)

SOTF-KAF Battle Captain

(b)(2)
V/R,

(b)(3), (b)(6)

SrC(P), USA

Operations Sergeant

AOB(b)(1)1.4a

(b)(2)

SIPR: (b)(2)

From: RIPLEY-ODB-MED
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 2:24 PM
To: RIPLEY-ODB-OPS
Subject: Wounded Personnel at FB (b)(1)1.4a FST and Dutch Urugzan Medical Center

Gentlemen,

These are the patients located at the FB (b)(1)1.4a and the Dutch Urugzan Medical Center. There is a total of 12 wounded between the two medical centers. Six located at both. At the FB (b)(1)1.4a FST there are six male wounded. At the Dutch Urugzan Medical Center there were a total of six wounded. Four of which are male. One child. One female. The information and status of each will be annotated below.

Wounded to the FB (b)(1)1.4a FST:

14 y/o male- L foot injury w/ laceration to L Tibia area. L foot has shrapnel imbedded in it.

(b)(6)

Mid 20's- Right Below the Knee Amputation(RBKA). L Tibia Fx.

(b)(6)

28 y/o male- Compartment Syndrome lower L leg. Fasciectomy performed as treatment.

(b)(6)

Approximately 20 y/o male- Facial burns, inhalation injuries, R TM rupture, L thumb facial lacerations, lacerations to all extremities.

(b)(6)
12 y/o male - Lacerations to both lower extremities.

28 y/o male - L Tibia/Fibula Fx. Laceration to bottom L foot. Laceration to R foot.

Wounded at the Dutch Uruzgan Medical Center:

no age given male - Penetrating facial and neck trauma. R Pneumothorax. R forearm Fx. Medevaced to KAF by Dutch.

30 y/o female - Facial trauma.

40 y/o male - Multiple shrapnel wounds

No name given 30 y/o male - Gluteal injury, Left Below the Knee Amputation (LKBA), Complex Fx R ankle.

5 y/o male - Multiple shrapnel wounds to both lower extremities. Partial Amputation Left Ankle

25 y/o male - Shrapnel wounds.

SSG

MED, ODB 3120 (TK)

Local Cell: (b)(2)

SECRET- (b)(2)

SIPR: (b)(2)
From: RIPLEY-ODB-OPS  
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 2:55 PM  
To: SOTF-SOUTH OPS NCO; SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN  
Cc: RIPLEY-ODB-CDR; (b)(1).4a-ODB-SGM; (b)(1).1.4a-ODB-WARRANT  
Subject: FW: Wounded Personnel at FB (b)(1).4a FST and Dutch Uruzgan Medical Center  
Importance: High

ALCON,

PLEASE READ BELOW ABOUT THE INDIVIDUALS MEDVAC FROM (b)(1).4a BDA SITE.

OPPRESSO LIBER
[08:48] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> SW'S FOR (b)(1).1.4a ENGAGEMENT

[08:48] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> WHO: (b)(1).1.4a 1 X OH-58D

[08:48] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> WHAT: ENGAGED WITH 3 X HELLFIRE ROCKETS. BDA WAS 15 X EKIA'S.

[08:48] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> WHEN: 21 0429Z FEB 10

[08:48] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> WHERE: IVO 41S QS 2169 6323 (12K WEST OF KHOD VILLAGE)
[08:48] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> WHY: 30 X MAMS MANEUVERING AGAINST OD(b)(1).1.4a (b)(1).1.4c INDICATING AAF FORCES MANEUVERING TO ATTACK

[08:48] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> ANA, ANP AND OD(b)(1).1.4a MEMBERS. ISR FEED PID 3-5 VEHICLES, WITH ARMED 30-40 MAMS WITH WEAPONS.

[08:48] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> BDA: 15 X EKIA (MALE)

[08:48] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> 3 X WOMEN UN-INJURED

[08:48] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> 3 X CHILDREN UN-INJURED

[08:48] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> LOCAL ANP ENROUTE TO LOCATION

[08:49] <SOTF-SOUTH-BTLCPT(b)(1).1.4a IS GAME OVER ATT.

[08:53] <fobskaflno> X

[08:56] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> (b)(1).1.4a GAMEOVER 111C-001-F2 GAME OVER

[08:57] <fobskaflno> X

[09:12] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> (b)(1).1.4a GAME OVER

0918Z BATTLE CAPTAIN RECEIVED EMAIL FROM CJSORTA REGARDING CJSORTA GENERATED SWS CONCERNING (b)(1).1.4a ENGAGEMENT IN ORDER TO REVIEW.

WHO: (b)(1).1.4a (OH-58'S FROM FB RIPLEY)
WHAT: ENGAGEMENT OF INSURGENT PERSONNEL IN THE OPEN
WHERE: SHAHIDI HASSAS DISTRICT, ORUZGAN PROVINCE (41S QS 21652 63217) (12KM WEST OF KHOD VILLAGE)
WHEN: 210429Z FEB 10
WHY: OD(b)(1).1.4b ON OPERATION NOBLE JUSTICE, RECEIVED ICOM CHATTER, HUMINT FROM THE OBJECTIVE AND FMV FROM KIRK POSITIVELY IDENTIFYING 30 X MAM'S WITH WEAPONS MOVING TO REINFORCE THE TARGET FROM THE WEST. THE ENEMY FORCES WERE 12KM WEST AND WERE WORKING TOWARDS THE OBJECTIVE WHEN THEY WERE DECISIVELY ENGAGED BY (b)(1).1.4a (OH-58), ON ORDER FROM THE GFC. THE RESULTING BDA IS 15 X EKIA. THERE WERE NO CIVILIAN CASUALTIES AND NO COLLATERAL DAMAGE.
(b)(1).1.4b REMAINED ON STATION AND BOTH THE SOTF JOC AND CJSORTF-A JOC CONTINUED TO MONITOR THE SITE AND OBSERVED LN'S COMBING THROUGH THE WRECKAGE AND LOITERING IN THE AREA. NO OTHER ENGAGEMENTS WERE CONDUCTED.
AT APPROX. 1230Z THE GFC REQUESTED AIR ASSETS FROM FB(b)(1)1.4a TO TAKE A SPLIT ELEMENT OF ODA AND ANA MEMBERS TO CONDUCT BOOTS ON THE GROUND BDA OF THE SITE. GFC CONFIRMS 15 X EKIA AND UPDATED THE SOTF WITH 7 X EWIA. GFC IS WORKING MEDEVAC THROUGH AOB CHANNELS ATT FOR THE WOUNDED. GFC ADDITIONALLY CONFIRMS NO CIVCAS OR COLLATERAL DAMAGE. UPON COMPLETION OF SSE, THE SPLIT FORCE WILL RETURN TO OBJ KHOD.

0928Z BATTLE CAPTAIN REVIEWED AND SUBMITTED

"Sir,
This looks accurate. Still trying to reach (b)(1)1.4a on SAT / iridium. No contact ATT."

This was based on information that was reported up from the GFC who had moved via helicopter to the strike site. There was a break in communication via satellite voice between the SOTF and GFC, who had to request the MEDEVAC thru the AOB. The GFC had used his iridium phone to call the SOTF OPCEN in order to provide updates, but this system was frequently cutting off during conversations, possibly due to the weather system pushing in from the west. At this point the only traffic from the GFC that was understood by the SOTF OPCEN was something similar to "7x MAMS - all males - MEDEVAC'd." It was not clear that any woman or children had been MEDEVAC from the strike site. It was however, understood from a previous report at approximately 0848Z that three women and three children were at the strike site but uninjured.

0940Z BATTLE CAPTAIN RECEIVED EMAIL FROM CJSOTFA REGARDING CREATING A STORYBOARD CONCERNING ENGAGEMENT IN ORDER TO PASS TO HIGHER.

"GOT IT...THE SW IS GOING TO COL (b)(3). (b)(6) AND THEN TO CPSSC-A...WE NEED TO START A STORYBOARD READY TO BE VIEWED BY COMCJSOTF-A IN ABOUT 40 MIN...CAN YOU DO IT OR DO YOU WANT US TO GENERATE?"

0938Z BATTLE CAPTAIN SUBMITTED TO CJSOTFA JOC CHIEF

"Sir - we have no photos ATT. Recommend that CJSOTF generate storyboard. We have negative comms will (b)(1)1.4a but have passed to them thru ISR to call ASAP.

GFC last said that he needs more time to conduct thorough (b)(1)1.4c He said he wouldn’t take photos of the KIA - but of the strike."

[09:52] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> BLACKSMITH 52 PREGAME 111C-002

0956Z BATTLE CAPTAIN SUBMITTED TO CJSOTFA JOC CHIEF

"Sir - got off the iridium with (b)(1)1.4a - the 1st vehicle would have been the one where weapons would have been most likely PID by ISR. The hellfire hit the vehicle in the front left causing a scattered debris field. He has not located any weapons yet, but they are continuing to search. He will call again NLT 1455L."

[09:59] <SOTF-SOUTH-OPS-NCO> (b)(1)1.4a GAMEOVER

[10:04] <fobkafino> X
SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN

From: SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN
Date: Sunday, February 21, 2010 9:28 AM
To: CJSOTF-A JOC CHIEF - MAJ (b)(3), (b)(6) USA / MAJ (b)(3), (b)(6) USA
Subject: RE: 5W

Sir,

This looks accurate. Still trying to reach(b)(1) on SAT / Iridium. No contact ATT.

V/R,
CPT (b)(3), (b)(6) (DAY)
CPT (b)(3), (b)(6) VIGHT

SOTF-KAF Battle Captain

(b)(2)

-----Original Message-----
From: CJSOTF-A JOC CHIEF - MAJ (b)(3), (b)(6) USA / MAJ (b)(3), (b)(6) USA
Date: Sunday, February 21, 2010 9:18 AM
To: SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN
Subject: 5W

IF I AM WAY OFF TELL ME
SECRET//REL TO USA, FVEY—

SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN

From: SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 3:05 PM
To: SOTF-SOUTH S2 OIC; SOTF-SOUTH MID CDR
Subject: FW: POCKET LITTER ON POI
Attachments: dd250.pdf; dd2500001.pdf
Importance: High

Can I pass this up to CJ5OTFJA or do you want you?
This is pocket litter from one of the WIA at TK.

V/R,
CPT (b)(3), (b)(6) (DAY)
CPT (b)(2) (NIGHT)

SOTF-KAF Battle Captain

(b)(2)

From: (b)(1)1.4a ODB-OPS
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 2:50 PM
To: SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN; SOTF-SOUTH OPS NCO
:: SOTF-SOUTH AOB (b)(1)1.4a AST
Subject: POCKET LITTER ON POI
Importance: High

ALCON,
ATTACHED IS SCANNED COPIES OF THE POCKET LITTER FOUND ON THE POI. THE ONE DOCUMENT, DD250, THAT HAS THE FRONT AND BACK OF A NOTE APPEARS TO HAVE BREVITY CODES ON IT.

DE OPPRESSO LIBER

V/R,
SFC(P), USA
Operations Sergeant
AOB 3120

SIPR

Tab 2

DRONES / CENTCOM / 000360
SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN

From: SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 9:37 AM
Subject: RE: SW

SIR - we have no photos ATT. Recommend that CJSOTF generate storyboard. We have negative comms will(b)(1)1.4a but have passed to them thru ISR to call ASAP.

GFC last said that he needs more time to conduct thorough(b)(1)1.4c. He said he wouldn’t take photos of the KIA - but of the strike.

V/R,
CPT (b)(3), (b)(6) (DAY)
CPT (b)(3), (b)(6) NIGHT

SOTF-KAF Battle Captain
(b)(2)

-----Original Message-----
From: CJSOTF-A JOC CHIEF - MAJ [mailto: ]
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 9:40 AM
To: SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN
Cc: CJSOTF-A JOC FOBKAF LNO - SFC
Subject: RE: SW

GOT IT...THE SW IS GOING TO COL(b)(3), (b)(6) AND THEN TO CF50CC-A...WE NEED TO START A STORYBOARD READY TO BE VIEWED BY COMCJSOTF-A IN ABOUT 40 MIN...CAN YOU DO IT OR DO YOU WANT US TO GENERATE?

-----Original Message-----
From: SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN [mailto: ]
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 9:28 AM
To: CJSOTF-A JOC CHIEF - MAJ
Subject: RE: SW

SIR,

This looks accurate. Still trying to reach(b)(1)1.4a on SAT / iridium. No contact ATT.

V/R,
CPT (b)(3), (b)(6) (DAY)
CPT (b)(3), (b)(6) NIGHT

SOTF-KAF Battle Captain
(b)(2)
-----Original Message-----
From: CJSOTF-A JOC CHIEF - MAJ (b)(3), (b)(6) USA / MAJ (b)(3), (b)(6) USA
(mailto: [REDACTED])
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2010 9:18 AM
To: SOTF-SOUTH BATTLE CAPTAIN
Subject: SW

IF I AM WAY OFF TELL ME